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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Purpose of the document 
 

The document shall give a functionality overview of TIS-2020. It holds the basic information, system 

concepts and screens from the application.  

 

1.2 Target group 
 

The target group of this document is all TIS users 

 

1.3 Abbreviations 
 

Abbreviation Meaning 

TIS Train Information System 

IM Infrastructure Manager 

RU Railway Undertaking 

RNE Rail Net Europe 

TAF Telematics Applications for Freight services 

TAP Telematics Applications for Passenger services 

TSI Technical Specification for Interoperability 

 

1.4 List of changes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Version Date Author 

1 11/11/2019 Nektarios Zacharias 
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2. User Login/Registration 
 

2.1 Login Page 
 

TIS-2020 is compatible with the latest 2 major browser releases for Chrome, Firefox and Safari. Any 

Hardware that can run those browsers is enough.  

IE and Edge are both browser which are officially no longer developed by Microsoft, so we don’t 

recommend them as TIS browsers. IE is not even patched and maintained anymore by Microsoft. Edge 

will be discontinued as well soon. 

 

To get access to TIS-2020 the user must type on the browser https://tis-online.rne.eu 

 

 

 

 

In the login page the user has two options: 

a. Login 

b. Create Account 

 

2.2 Login 
 

https://tis-online.rne.eu/
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By entering user’s credentials TIS user has access to the application 

 

 

 

2.3 Create Account 
 

1. To successfully create an account, the below mandatory fields must be filled 

a. Company Name (If your company is not listed, please contact RNE support 

support.tis@rne.eu)  

b. First Name 

c. Last Name 

d. Email 

e. Username 

f. Password 

g. Confirm Password 

h. Accept terms and conditions as specified 

mailto:support.tis@rne.eu
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2. After selecting “Send account request” button, an automated message will arrive at user’s 

mailbox (should check Junk folder too) to confirm the account. Confirmation comes by clicking 

on the confirm link. 

3. An email will arrive at Company Admin’s Mailbox to Approve/Reject the request. 

4. After approval, a second email will arrive at user’s Mailbox confirming the access. 

5. The user may connect to the application with the credentials registered earlier. 

 

3. User Management 
 

3.1 User Accounts 
 

In this page Administrators and Company Administrators can manage the accounts that are related with 

their assigned company.  

 

https://demo.signon-it.com/tis2020/registration/CONFIRM?token=bbfe85ff-450d-4090-b21b-b7d0e5ef3884&lang=en
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With button  the user can download Train Details to an excel file. With button  the user can 

hide/unhide the columns from Train Details page. With button  the user can reset all previously 

applied filters. 

 

3.2 User Rights & Roles 
 

Roles can be created based on certain rights. A user can have multiple Roles. The default Roles are: 

• Admin 

• Company Admin 

• Publish Interruption 

• View Interruption 

• User 

 

Right/Role User 
View 

Interruption 
Publish 

Interruption 
Company 

Admin 
Admin 

All Rights on 
Companies 

         

Edit Accounts          
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Edit Own 
Accounts 

        

Edit 
Companies 

         

Edit Company 
Agreements 

         

Edit Own 
Company 
Agreements 

        

Edit Own 
Company 

        

Edit 
Interruptions 

         

Edit Own 
Interruptions 

       

Edit Linking 
Regions 

         

Edit News          

Edit OTN 
Groups 

         

Edit Roles          

Edit Train 
Details 

         

Edit Own Train 
Details 

        

Show Map         
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Link Trains 
Manually 

         

Link Own 
Trains 
Manually 

        

Manage Roles          

Update 
Accounts 

         

Receive 
Interruption 
Notifications 

      

Manage 
Outbound 
Interfaces 

         

Save Company 
Default Layout 
For Affected 
Trains 

        

Unlink Trains          

Unlink Own 
Trains 

        

Verify 
Accounts 

        

View Accounts          

View Own 
Accounts 
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View Company 
Agreements 

         

View Own 
Company 
Agreements 

        

View 
Interruptions 

      

View Own 
Interruptions 

      

 

 

4. Filtering Trains 
 

4.1 Train Search 
 

- Train Number: For a direct search on specific train(s) with the train number 

- From: To: Gives results for a specific date/time range. Empty fields will give results for the last 7 

days. Remember to unselect Only Running in case you want to receive historical data. For 

past/historical trains Only Running check box should be unselected 

- Location: Gives results for trains that passed through, are or will be on one or more locations. 

- Only Running: Gives results for trains that are running at the moment of user search. For 

past/historical trains Only Running check box should be unselected 

- Via Point: Use this field to get a more specific line of trains From → To → Via  

- Train Type: Select the desired type from a list of trains (Passenger, Freight, Other, National and 

International). 

- Infrastructure Manager: Select trains from the desired IM(s) 

- Railway Undertaking: Select trains from the desired RU(s) 

- Search Direction: Incoming gives results for trains entering a country and Outgoing for trains 

exiting a country 

- Linking Region: Gives results for trains that passed through, are or will be on a specific Linking 

Region 
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- Linking Status: User can select the linking status of the trains to be displayed 

a. Linkable: Possible candidate trains to be linked 

b. Automatically Linked: Trains that have been linked automatically by the system 

c. Manually Linked: Trains that have been manually linked by a user 

- Delay (minutes): 

a. Min: User can define the time value for early trains 

b. Max: User can define the time value for delayed trains 

c. Exclude: User can define a range of time to be discarded 

- Save your search filter: When all the above are completed the user may save his Search for 

future use. 

- Saved Search Filters: Lists the saved filters and gives the possibility to the user Apply, Edit, 

Delete or set it as Default 

- Reset: Resets all applied filters 

 

4.2  Train Search Examples 
 

Below you will find a few examples with real case scenarios to better understand and visualize the 

search filters. 

a. User would like to receive results for running freight trains that runs on OEBB Network and they 

are delayed more than 10 minutes.  
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b. User wants to receive results for all trains that run on DB Netz Network on the 25th of 

September and had a delay up to 3 minutes. 
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c. User wants to receive results for running Freight trains that can be linked on the Kúty - Lanžhot -

Bernhardsthal Linking Region 
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4.3 Train Search Results 
 

After selecting the desired filters and by pressing Search, the results displayed on the map and as a list 

on the left pane. The results can easily extracted to an excel file with this button  

 

 

 

 

5. View Trains On Map 
 

5.1 Display Trains on Map 
 

After login the user see a map that is centered in Europe. If the user has no default filter set, the System 

Default Filter is applied and the resulting trains are shown on the map. If the user has one of his saved 

filters as "default" filter, this filter will be automatically applied. The resulting trains will be displayed on 

the map. After a search, if the number of trains is below the threshold (10.000), the current location of 

all found trains is displayed as colored pins. There are two types of Train View Results based on the TYPE 

or DELTA 

https://confluence.signon-it.com/display/TIS2020/System+Default+Filter
https://confluence.signon-it.com/display/TIS2020/System+Default+Filter
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Type Colors 

• Green: Freight Train 

• Red: Passenger Train 

• Black: Other 

 

 

Type Delta 

• Green: Negative Delta time – early train 

• Red: Positive Delta time – delayed train 
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5.2  Full Screen, Zoom In and Zoom Out 
 

User has the possibility to see the map in full screen with button 1 from the screen below. Additionally, 

user can zoom in and out with button 2. With button 3 the user can save the current view of map. 

Results are automatically updated every 90 seconds. 

 

 

 

5.3  Train Details 
 

By selecting a single train, the train run is displayed on the map and a basic information in popping up. 

Clicking on the train number (or Details button from the left panel) will open a new page with the train 

details. 
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A. With the upper 3 buttons you can navigate between Train Info page, Train Statistics and Incident 

Information 

B. With the + button you can insert new lines, in case a Point is missing. Pressing this button will 

make the update of the train run stall, until you save or reset your work. 

C. Planned and Actual Status symbols explanation: 

:  Point Of Departure 

: Stop to Point 

: Start from Point 
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: Pass Through Point 

: Point Of Final Destination 

D. Light grey color indicates that the message is not yet received by TIS. 

E. With button  the user can download Train Details to an excel file.  

F. With button  the user can hide/unhide the columns from Train Details page. 

 

6. Linking Trains 
 

6.1  Topology Management - Linking Regions 
 

A linking region (usually near a country border) is a set of locations grouped together. 

In TIS2020 the user can set “gap” and “overlap” times.  

Most of the Linking Regions are already inserted into the system. If a user wants to create or change an 

existing Linking Region, should report it to RNE. 

 

6.2 Automatically Linked Trains 
 

The logic of automatically linked trains is different from what was known until 2019. For the system to 

perform automatically linking, the below conditions must be met: 

• Trains must start or end in the Linking Region 

• Trains must have same date in the Linking Region 

• Trains must have same reference number (Reference OTN) and/or same Service 

Number (OTN) 

If the above conditions are not met, a look up will be performed into mapping table, where mapping of 

train numbers is defined in advance by the user. 

 

6.3  Manually Linked Trains 
 

In order to understand how trains can be manually linked, one must first understand the linking 

procedure in TIS2020. 
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TIS-2020 introduces the concept of “Linking Regions” and replaces the current approach of “Master 

stations”. A linking region (usually near a country border) is a set of locations grouped together. These 

regions can be manually created and modified via the TIS2020 user interface. 

In TIS2020 the user can set so called “gap” and “overlap” times.  

 

 

 

 

   

Train1  GAP  Overlap 

   run start    run end 

Train2                           run end      

    Train 3 

                                             Overlap            GAP 

  

             

           t 

 

 

 

The idea of train linking is that international trains which run through multiple countries are linked by 

the application either automatically (no user action required) or manually (user action required). 

After using the Search Filters, the user has the choice to Link trains as it is displayed on the results with 

the  button. 

By selecting the Link Search button, an information bar appears to customize the Linking Search 

Linking Region 

Train 1 and 2 would be linked in 

this case because train runs 

overlap. Train 3 is not in linking 

region therefore gap and overlap 

times do not apply and the train 

will not be considered for linking 
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In the upper bar the user can select the train number to be linked directly, the linking timeframe and the 

Linking Region. By pressing Search, the possible linking trains appears on the screen as shown above. 

Before final linking, the application asks the user if s/he wants to add the trains as OTN Group. With this 

function the application will remember this linking and will be used in the future for Automatically 

Linking Trains. 

 

 

 

 

7. Diagrams 
 

7.1 Space Time Diagram 
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The Space Time Diagram shows one or more train runs within the context of selected locations and a 

certain timeframe. The user can display trains that searched via Search & Filter Trains: additionally 

search by displayed locations, via points as a Space-Time Diagram to visualize these train-runs within 

their combined space-time context. 

 

An example of a Space Time Diagram screen can be seen below: 

 

 

 

The user can scroll up and down to view previous and next timeframes. Additionally, can export the 

current view to .png and/or .pdf files. 

 

7.2 Connection Diagram 
 

In order to view Connection diagrams, it is required to select one or multiple locations. Additionally, 

even other search parameters like OTN-range, time frame, RU etc. can be added. In general, this 

component is the same used for regular train searches. Any displayed train run within this diagram is 

clickable to display it`s train run information with a pop-up-box. 

An example of a Connection Diagram screen can be seen below: 

https://confluence.signon-it.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=37783349
https://confluence.signon-it.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=37783349
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The Company Admin can define the view (Horizontal or Vertical) of the diagrams on the Company 

Profile: 

 

 

8. Incident Management 
 

This functionality is used to publish and/or send the information about interruption on his network to 

affected IMs and RUs, identify the trains affected by this interruption and enable the IMs to 

communicate online about the treatment of affected trains. 

In this User manual, only the basic functionality of Incident management tool is described. The detailed 

description, including the cooperation rules between the IMs concerning the usage of this tool, are 

available in the separate Incident management functional handbook which can be provided on request. 

8.1 Define Interruption 
 

When the user selects the menu item "Define Interruption" a form is displayed where the user can 
insert all necessary information about an interruption. The user can define an interruption only for his 
own network.  
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An interruption is defined by the following fields 

• Status of interruption:* Open, Solved (available only for published interruptions), Closed  

• Estimated Duration of Interruption: From-To* 

• Affected Train types:* Freight, Passenger, Other 

• Location of Interruption: * Single point or Whole network 

• Description of Interruption:* predefined list of possible causes 

• Consequence of Interruption:* from No impact to Total closure 

• Additional Information: Line section, Exact location, Affected border stations 

 

After filling in the mandatory fields, the user is able to preview the impact of the interruption and 
refresh the impact-view after changing values in the interruption definition.  
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In the Preview user sees the list of affected IMs, the list of affected RUs and list of affected trains. User 
can add additional IMs and RUs to the list. Only IMs and RUs chosen in the list will received the e-mail 
notification about the interruption. In the list of affected trains, user can specify the status for the listed 
trains. Statuses given in this list will be included in the e-mail notification but will not be transferred to 
the Overview of affected trains. 

When the user completes the data insertion, the user can either only send out e-mail notifications or 
can publish the interruption (depending on the user rights). 

When Publish button is pressed, notification about interruption is send out, the interruption is recorded 
in TIS, displayed in all other TIS functions (space time diagram, network overview, train info page, etc.) 
and affected trains are recorded to the overview of affected trains. 

When Notify button is pressed only notification about interruption is send out. No affected trains are 
recorded to the overview of affected trains. 

 

8.2 Interruption Message List 
 

Provides the overview of the received notifications about interruptions. User receive the notification 

about interruption if he has right "Receive notification about interruption" and his company was chosen 

to receive the notification during definition of interruption. Notification is sent every time the definition 

of interruption is changed.  

There is also possibility to export the Interruptions to an excel with button. 

 

 

 

8.3 Overview Of Interruptions 
 

This screen in available to users with View Interruptions right. The purpose of this screen is to provide an 

overview of all published interruptions and their impact and also overview of the treatment of the 

affected trains. 
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The number of trains displayed in the table is depending on the user because it includes only the trains, 

in which the user is involved. When clicking on the number of trains for single interruption and specific 

status, the Overview of affected trains is opened with already specified filter for the interruption and 

train status .  

8.4 Overview Of Affected Trains 
 

This screen in available to users with View Interruptions right. In this screen the user can see a list of 

affected trains "belonging" to him/her. Affected trains of closed interruptions or trains with status "not 

relevant" are not displayed. The list is automatically refreshed so in case new trains are identified as 

affected, they are automatically added to the list. 

 

User can organize the list as he needed. He/she can change the order of columns (drag and Drop) or 

when pressing icon Column chooser , he/she can drop the columns which he don’t want to see in the 

list. User can filter and sort based on the any column in the table or their combination. 
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For editing the single train, the icon in the View column has to be clicked to open the Affected train 

information page. On this page the Edit button should be used. User is able to edit only the information 

about Treatment of affected train. 

 

For editing multiple trains, user need to choose them via check box and should then press the Edit 

button on the top of the page. When editing the multiple trains, user is only able to provide the remarks 

or change the status of the train to status Not relevant or Train may run. 

 

 

Change of status of affected trains is not triggering any e-mail notification. 

 


